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Reinventing Ship Defense
Computer models and simulations do not yet provide force commanders an adequate way to evaluate and minimize the
threat of anti-ship missiles. In response, Cmdr. James Townsend developed an optimization tool for this critical function,
modeling the entire process by which defending escorts assign defensive fire. With the new system, moving objects are
more fully rendered than in current displays - adding smooth acceleration, turning, and altitude changes - which speeds and
facilitates decision-making.
Fast, accurate target tracking and Tactical Decision Aids (TDAs) to help decision-makers choose the best response in the
limited time available are important aspects of ship defense. Student Daniel Waddis demonstrated that integrating negative
information - i.e. that some sensors have not detected a target - into traditional tracking algorithms that normally use only
positive target-position data significantly improves overall tracking performance.
Lt. Cmdr. N. Wayne Porter applied resource management control (RMC) technology to C4I modeling and simulation
applications to develop a TDA enabling shipboard commanders to quickly determine how much time and other critical
computational resources it will take to run a deterministic versus a stochastic simulation of a missile’s likelihood of
surviving anti-missile batteries to reach a target. “This is extremely important in the crunch of battle,” said Porter, “because
the shorter time needed to run a deterministic but less informative simulation may be all the time a commanding officer has.
Without an RMC decision tool like this, he might still be running his simulation when the missile hits.”
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